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A Damaged Bulova Accutron
A Repair Challenge
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Introduction
Every now and again, I get my arm twisted to repair a
vintage or unusual watch. These are usually the watches that
any sensible watch repairer refuses (very few parts are still
obtainable).
This time, it was a Bulova Accutron wristwatch, Figure 1.
These watches were the ‘item of desire’ when I was young.
For those not familiar with them, they were available in the
1960s and went through various minor design changes, but
in essence they are a fantastic combination of electronics and
mechanics. As an electronics engineer and now watchmaker,
how could I refuse it?
The Accutron consist of a single transistor electronic
oscillator circuit, Figure 2. The circuit shown is for the 218
models. Each end of a tuning fork has magnets attached,
which are surrounded by coils completing the oscillating
circuit. The fork vibrates at a frequency of 360 Hz and in turn
operates an indexing mechanism that increments a tiny wheel
(the index wheel), which then drives a gear train to indicate
the time, Figure 3.
Apart from the incredibly small dimensions of some of the
parts (which I shall return to later), the mechanism is unusual
in that, unlike traditional watches, the power transmission is
reversed. In a normal mechanical watch, the power contained
in the mainspring is reduced through gearing until it is finally
governed by the escapement. The energy loss in the train
through bearing lubrication and so on is a major factor in its
timekeeping.
In the Accutron, however, the flow of power is reversed.
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Figure 2. Accutron 218 circuit.

The indexing mechanism drives the gear train, therefore
the forces on the train are considerably reduced. Clearly,
lubrication is still an issue, but the train drives only the hands,
so there is not the same level of loss normally associated with
watch mechanisms. This reverse power flow also came later
to be adopted in quartz watches which eventually superseded
the Accutron.
Inspection
On inspection the watch was found to be a model 2181F,
which is a variant with calendar and stop-seconds work. The
owner had sourced a replacement battery, but the movement
was still not working. (It should be noted that the original
batteries for this watch are no longer available since they were
mercury cells: 1.35 V. The nearest equivalent is the 387S a
silver oxide 1.5 V.)
The case was in good condition and the dial was pristine. The
movement was dirty, however, and clearly needed cleaning.
The movement did not respond, even upon ‘twanging’ the
tuning forks. On measuring the coil resistances, the ‘circuit
coil’ (the coil on the component side) was found to be open
circuit. The coil on the battery side was around 5.7 kΩ.
On very close inspection (under a microscope), it could be
seen that there was a break in the coil wire just where it met
the solder post with the capacitor, Figure 4.
Repair
The coils in the movement are wound with 0.015 mm wire,
which breaks by just looking at it! The soldered joint was
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Figure 3.
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Figure 5.

made at a post to which the capacitor is also connected. The
problem here is that the post was not secured to the plastic
frame, nor was the capacitor held firmly. Hence, over time,
slight movement of the capacitor could move the solder post,
resulting in the wire breaking at the joint. It is also likely that
if the flux was not thoroughly cleaned off after soldering, it
may corrode the wire over time.
In order to repair this, I needed to remake the joint without
damaging the wire any further; a break closer to the coil
would be ‘game over’. I carefully scratched the fine lacquer
off the wire. Then I removed a single 0.07 mm strand from a
short length of seven-strand wire, the smallest I had available,
Figure 5. I carefully coiled this around the capacitor leg and
formed over the broken wire, Figure 6.
Although I have a soldering iron suitable for most electronic
repairs, it still looked like a ‘chair leg’ when trying to make
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this joint. To reduce the bit size, I wound a short length of
copper wire around the tip of the soldering iron, resulting in a
new tip diameter of around 0.7 mm, Figure 7.
I cut a small bead of solder and placed it on the joint. The
iron was then carefully moved in to make the joint. This was
all carried out under a microscope.
Having checked that the joint was made and that the coil
measurement was now showing around 5.7  k Ω, the area
was cleaned, the capacitor and post were made secure using
cyanoacrylate adhesive (superglue) and the area was lacquered,
Figure 8.
On replacement of the battery, the movement worked –
so a celebratory cup of tea was made! It now needed to be
stripped and cleaned.
The movement is relatively easy to disassemble and the
parts can be cleaned in the normal way, except of course the
electronics, which are kept separate from any cleaning fluid.
The index wheel is tiny and examination of this is possible
only through a microscope. It is also delicate and therefore
should be held only by its pinion. Bulova, in its service manual,
mentions that a special tool is available to hold this part.
After cleaning, the movement was reassembled and the
battery inserted, but the tuning fork didn’t begin to vibrate!
Overcoming my disappointment, I checked that the train was
free, that the battery voltage was correct and then that the
repaired coil was still intact. I then checked the battery-side
coil resistance. This had previously been around the 5.7  k Ω,
but it was now open circuit!
Clearly, minor movement of the part had fractured the
wire at the point where it was joined to its post. I suspect that,
just like the other joint, some corrosion had occurred and
weakened this fixing. A repair similar to the previous one was
made. On insertion of the battery, the fork began to vibrate.
The indexing mechanism however, still required careful
adjustment to ensure correct functioning.
Adjustment
The indexing section of the movement is a fantastic work of
micro-engineering even by today’s standards. It consists of an
index wheel, and two ‘fingers’ tipped with rectangular jewels,
Figure 9. The wheel is around 2.4 mm diameter and has
320 saw-tooth teeth. The rectangular rubies are 0.18 mm by
0.06 mm. Figure 10 shows the index wheel next to a match
head.
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Figure 8.

Figure 9.

The index jewel vibrates with the tuning fork and indexes
the wheel. The wheel’s return is locked by the pawl jewel.
Correct and accurate adjustment of this mechanism is
necessary for the mechanism to perform; the service manual
is very clear on the process of how to effect adjustment.
Once adjusted, the completed watch was then worn for
a few days to check its accuracy. It was found that it was
running fast by approximately 4.5 minutes per day. Although
regulation is possible by rotation of the regulator pieces at the
tips of the tuning fork tines, this is small, with each division
altering the rate by only 2 sec/day.
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Calculating the approximate rate showed it to be around
+0.3 %. The index wheel has 320 teeth; skipping one of these
would amount to about the same 0.3 %. My assumption was
that maybe damage to an index wheel tooth could result in
the skipping of one index.
The watch was stripped again and the index wheel
examined again under a 40× microscope. It was noted that
there was still some hard material (possibly corrosion) in one
tooth. This required to be very carefully removed.
The watch was then reassembled and set running. When
working, the watch is capable of being extremely accurate;
it is claimed that with careful adjustment to suit the wearer,
it can perform to better than ten seconds a year! In the short
time I had the watch, I have no reason to disbelieve this.
Further Reading
For those who are interested, there are plenty of articles on the
internet about the Bulova Accutron, its history and the various
models that were made over its 20-year life. I reference three
here. It should also be noted that the service manual is readily
available online.
1. https://www.watchdoctor.biz/accutron/
2. www.watchtime.com/featured/the-history-of-bulovathrough-10-milestone-bulova-watches/
3. http://members.iinet.net.au/~fotoplot/acctech.htm
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